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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Lieutenant Quartermaster Frank Moss, 106th AA Regt, Royal Horse Artillery 
 

From the 106th RHA Forum 
 
The first moves took place in November 1940 in the establishment of a base at Piraeus, the port of 
Athens. By early 1941, the base and supply organisation at Piraeus was functioning.  HQ 2nd HAA 
Regiment arrived to take command of AA units in February and to the three original batteries (20th/2nd 
HAA, 154th/52nd & 122nd/13th LAA) were added two more; 16th/2nd HAA and 155th/52nd LAA together 
with 106th LAA Regiment, which had been hastily converted from another role, and given 36 X 20mm 
Breda guns. 
 
From the Lancashire Hussars Regimental History 
 
“Upon disembarking at Piraeus, the regiment deployed to Glyfada for 2 weeks training.  Thereafter, the 
regiment was sent to defend the airstrip at Larissa.” 

 
 

Frank in Athens photographed with Palace Guards 
 

   
 

         With liaison official Mr Asvestas (see below*)         With local children who came 
           looking for food every morning 

From the 106th RHA Forum 

 
106th LAA were deployed in the southern area during the retreat and evacuation, one troop of the 106th 
remaining as rearguard around Larissa.  It was decided that the entire 'W' force were to be evacuated 
together and the port chosen was right at the foot of the Peloponnese at Kalamata.  The depleted guns of 
the 106th were still covering the withdrawal.   
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From “Greece and Crete 1941” by Christopher Buckley 
 
“During the night (of 24/25th April) the 4th New Zealand Brigade with the 2/3rd Australian Field Regiment, 
the 106th Light A.A. Battery, an Australian anti-tank battery, and some machine gunners and sappers, 
occupied a covering position at Kriekouki on the Thebes road.” 
 
From the Lancashire Hussars Regimental History 
 
“The German advance forced the British to retreat to the town of Nauplion, where the 106th were the only 
AA defence.  After destroying their Breda guns, the regiment was evacuated to Crete on board HMS 
Calcutta.   Most of the regiment ended the campaign in the defence of Suda Bay in the Battle of Crete, 
becoming prisoners of war in the process.” 
 
*From Peter Moss 
 

 
 
From HMSO 'The Campaign in Greece and Crete', published in 1942 

 
‘On April 26th HMS Calcutta returned to Greece.  "I took three merchantmen with me," said the Captain, 
and made for Navplion. The rest of the ships in my convoy, with escorting destroyers, went to Raftis and 
another fishing port Rafina.  At four that afternoon, after we had separated, we had a sharp attack from 
eighteen JU 87's and 88's attacking in two waves of nine machines.  They hit one of my transports in the 
engine room, disabling her, while a second vessel was hit by a small bomb but not badly damaged.  When 
it was over I ordered the destroyer Griffin to stand by the damaged transport, which was towed into port. 
With the other two I arrived at Navplion about 10 o'clock.  I took 960 men aboard while the destroyers 
Hotspur and Isis took 500 and 400.  So far the weather had been perfect, but that night the wind got up 
with a choppy sea which made boat work more difficult.  The cruisers Orion and Perth, with the destroyer 
Stuart appeared before midnight and embarked men from Tolon.  These ships took on about 2,500 men. 
Further west the cruiser Phoebe, at the head of another group was evacuating men from Kalamata.  I was 
anxious to be going, as the Germans had occupied the aerodrome at Argos a few miles north of 
Navplion." 
 
"At seven o'clock in the morning, April 27th, bombers came over and did not leave us until 10 a.m.  We 
were shooting so accurately that again and again we put them off.  About 7.15 one transport was hit and 
began sinking (SS Slamat).  I ordered the Diamond alongside to take off troops, and about 9 a.m. three 
more destroyers, the Wryneck, Vampire and Voyager, joined us in the battle with the dive-bombers, so I 
detached the Wryneck to help with the rescue work.  In that three hours the Calcutta fired about 1,200 
rounds of 4" shells and many thousand rounds of pom-pom and machine-gun ammunition.  The Coventry 
came out to relive me, enabling me to disembark them and return to the convoy in the afternoon.  One 
more transport was sunk, but we got all the survivors safely ashore.  Then with fourteen vessels we set 
out and arrived without further incident yesterday." 
 
Altogether on the night of April 26th-27th, 16,000 men of the Imperial forces were withdrawn from Greece. 
Over 8,000 of these were taken off from the Kalamata area.  The destroyers Diamond and Wryneck 
which, as stated by the Captain of the Calcutta, had taken off survivors from the burning transport, were 
themselves hit by bombs and both were sunk.  The Diamond had about 600 men from the transport 
onboard and the Wryneck 100.  The transport itself had been sunk with a torpedo from the Diamond. 
Some fifty survivors from the Diamond and Wryneck were picked up.  The survivors from these destroyers 
were repeatedly attacked by machine-gun fire from German aircraft while they were in the water.” 
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From the London Gazette 
 
 

SUPPLEMENT 
TO 

 

The London Gazette 
(of  TUESDAY, the 18th of MAY, 1948) 

 

WEDNESDAY, 19 MAY, 1948 

 

TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY TO GREECE AND 

EVACUATION OF THE ARMY FROM GREECE, 1941. 
 

 

Extract from Official Report 

 

Office of Vice Admiral, Light Forces, 

Mediterranean, 
H.M.S. ORION, 

5th May, 1941. 
 

27TH APRIL 

 

(Para) 25.  Sinking of S.S. SLAMAT. —  The SLAMAT did not sail from Nauplia until 0415 although repeatedly told 

to do so at 0300.  At 0715 she was bombed and set on fire in position 37° 01' N, 23° 10' E.  DIAMOND was ordered 

by CALCUTTA to go alongside to take off her troops, the convoy proceeding meanwhile.  I had ordered 

WRYNECK, WATERHEN and VENDETTA from Suda to join the convoy to relieve ISIS and HOTSPUR so that 

they could go ahead to Suda to disembark their troops.  WRYNECK, WATERHEN and VENDETTA joined at 0910 

and CALCUTTA immediately despatched WRYNECK to the assistance of DIAMOND, who had, at 0815, called for 

help in picking-up survivors from the SLAMAT, reporting that she was being constantly dive bombed while doing 

so.  At 0925 DIAMOND reported that she had picked up most of the survivors and was proceeding to Suda Bay.  At 

1025 WRYNECK made a request for fighter protection. 
 
(Para) 31.  Loss of DIAMOND and WRYNECK.— When it was realised that DIAMOND had not arrived with 

PHOEBE and other destroyers I became anxious about her.  From 1922 to 1955 DIAMOND had been called without 

reply. As DIAMOND had last been heard of with WRYNECK during the forenoon, PHOEBE and CALCUTTA 

were asked whether WRYNECK had been seen going away with G.A.14 (convoy) since I did not wish to ask 

WRYNECK herself to break W/T silence.  Their replies at 2235 and 2245 gave no definite indication.  I therefore 

despatched GRIFFIN to the position of the sinking of the SLAMAT to investigate.  At 0230 GRIFFIN reported she 

had come upon a raft from WRYNECK and everything pointed to the fact that both WRYNECK and DIAMOND 

were sunk. 

 

H.M.S. GRIEFIN picked up about 50 survivors.  WRYNECK'S whaler was reported to have made towards Cape 

Malea.  This eventually arrived at Suda.  The total naval survivors from the two ships comprised one officer and 41 

ratings.  There were, in addition, about 8 soldiers.  From statements of the survivors, it appears that the two ships 

were bombed at about 1315 both receiving hits which caused them to sink almost immediately. 

 

(Signed) H. D. PRIDHAM-WIPPELL, 

Vice Admiral. 
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The Loss of the ‘Slamat’ and her Escorts 
 
This is an extract from “Greek Tragedy ‘41” by Heckstall-Smith and Baillie-Grohman.  It is their Chapter 
titled ‘The Sinking of the Slamat’ (with a few clarification notes from the Editor-Archivist): 
 
“When dawn broke on Sunday, 27th April, the transports SLAMAT and KHEDIVE ISMAIL with their 
escorts CALCUTTA, ISIS, HOTSPUR and DIAMOND, were steaming down the Gulf of Nauplia (Editor’s 
note: i.e. away from the port of Nauplia where that had evacuated troops the previous night). They were 
still many miles the wrong side of latitude 37 degrees North (Editor’s note: the furthest range of protection 
by R.A.F. fighter aircraft based in Crete). Indeed, they were so far north of that position that for the first 
hours of daylight, they continued on their way without sighting the dawn patrol of Stukas which was 
searching for them a good deal further to the south. 
 
It was about seven o'clock when the lookouts on CALCUTTA's bridge sighted enemy planes, and her 
alarm bells sounded ‘Action Stations'. Captain Lees immediately altered course to take station between 
the two transports so as to give them the maximum protection. DIAMOND, ISIS and HOTSPUR increased 
to full speed and dashed ahead to throw up a barrage in front of the Stukas as they came diving in. 
 
Since SLAMAT was the largest ship, she became the attackers’ first target. Again and again, the Stukas 
went for her. And again and again, the barrage from the escorts threw the bombers off their aim. 
 
CALCUTTA was surrounded by near-misses and lurched and rocked to the repercussion of the bombs 
exploding round her. Lying between the two merchantmen, she was a floating anti-aircraft battery. Her 
duty was to protect her charges at no matter what risk to herself. She was a proud ship with a fine record 
and before the war had been commanded by Cunningham when she was flagship of the West Indies 
Station. And since she had come to the Mediterranean in September 1940, she had taken part in a score 
of battles with the Luftwaffe while protecting convoys to Malta and along the North African coast, so that 
her gunners were experts. 
 
But that morning with the sky filled with weaving Stukas and Me110s and l09s screaming in from all points 
of the compass, CALCUTTA's gunners, standing up against a hail of machine-gun and cannon fire, could 
not hope to drive off the enemy. 
 
Ten minutes after the attack started, two bombs struck the SLAMAT, one after the other. A great sheet of 
flame shot skywards from forward of her bridge, to be followed seconds later by a pillar of black smoke 
and flying chunks of metal and wood. 
 
With no one left alive on her bridge or in her wheelhouse, the SLAMAT went out of control. Missing the 
CALCUTTA by feet only, she sheered wildly into the wind so that the fires burning on her fore deck, 
rushing aft, enveloped her in flames from stem to stern. The flames burned through the falls of her 
lifeboats so that they crashed into the water. A few boats were lowered, some empty, others filled with 
soldiers. Over her sides, the Australians jumped into the water, many with their clothes alight. The 
SLAMAT was finished.  
 
HOTSPUR was wing ship to port of the convoy, but since DIAMOND had spent so little time in the 
harbour at Nauplia the night before, she was nearly empty, and Lees ordered her back to rescue the 
survivors from SLAMAT. 
 
The main force of bombers now turned their attention to the KHEDIVE ISMAIL, while a few continued to 
go for the SLAMAT, diving down to spray her blazing decks with their cannons and machine-guns. 
 
Then, from out of the west the Ju88s arrived to take over from the Stukas, and began a low-level attack 
on the KHEDIVE ISMAIL and the CALCUTTA. But although the water around them became a boiling 
cauldron of exploding bombs, the two ships steamed through it unharmed. 
 
It was just after nine o'clock when the last Ju.88 had unloaded its bombs that the crews of the 
CALCUTTA, ISIS and HOTSPUR saw three destroyers closing them at full speed from the south. They 
were WRYNECK, VENDETTA and WATERHEN, veterans of the V and W Class and a part of the Royal 
Australian Navy's Flotilla whose Captain ‘D’ was Waller of the STUART.  And at Pridham-Wippell's orders 
they were to take over screening the convoy so that HOTSPUR and ISIS could hurry on to Suda Bay to 
get rid of the soldiers crowding their decks. 
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As soon as the newcomers were sighted, Lees signalled to Commander R. D. H. Lane in the WRYNECK 
to join DIAMOND in the task of picking up the survivors from the SLAMAT. For nearly an hour before, 
Lieutenant-Commander P. A. Cartwright, DIAMOND's captain, had called for help, reporting that he was 
being heavily dive-bombed and machine-gunned while carrying out his rescue work. 
 
By ten o'clock, when she was joined by WRYNECK, DIAMOND had already more than 500 soldiers and 
seamen on board. But there were still boats and rafts near the burning ship, and in them were about fifty 
soldiers and a few of SLAMAT's crew. These were quickly picked up by WRYNECK. Then, after 
DIAMOND had torpedoed the blazing transport, the two destroyers made off at twenty-five knots to rejoin 
the convoy. 
 
Stoker Petty Officer H. T. Davis, of H.M.S. DIAMOND . . . happened to glance up at the sun and saw a 
plane directly overhead. For a moment, he was uncertain whether it was friendly or not, for he knew that 
the skipper had asked for fighter protection. Besides, this particular plane appeared to him to have the 
same black-and-white wing markings as did our Hurricanes. 
 
The 3-inch gun's crew close by him had spotted the plane too, and from the way they were acting Davis 
reckoned that it must be a Hurricane. Shading his eyes, he looked around the clear blue sky above him 
and saw that several more planes were circling and wheeling overhead like buzzards. All of them had the 
same markings on their wings. Perhaps, he thought, the RA.F. really was in the right place at the right 
moment - for once! 
 
Then, as he glanced instinctively up at the sun directly above him before going to sleep, he saw the 
Messerschmitt. It seemed to be coming straight for him. As he jumped to his feet and shouted a warning 
to the gun's crew, he saw the little tongues of flame spurting from the plane's wings and heard the 
staccato hammer of its cannons and machine-guns. Then, he threw himself flat on the deck. 
 
The gun's crew never heard the plane, for it came gliding down with its engine switched off. They never 
heard Davis's warning either, for that matter. At least, not in time to act upon it. But Davis heard their cries 
as they fell wounded and dying around their gun. He heard, too, the cries and groans of the soldiers all 
round him as the Messerschmitt's fire raked DIAMOND's crowded decks. But those cries were soon 
muffled by the scream of a diving Ju.88 and the high-pitched whistle of falling bombs. 
 
The first bomb did not hit the DIAMOND. It grazed her port side and burst as it struck the water. The 
explosion shattered her hull just forward of the upper mess deck which was crammed with 'Diggers'. Less 
than two hours ago, Davis had shepherded them below to drink hot cocoa and eat hunks of bread and 
cheese. When the bomb burst, most of them were asleep on the deck or sprawled across the mess 
tables, grateful for the food and thankful to be alive. The jagged chunks of metal from the destroyer's thin 
plating cut through those sleeping men like blunt scythes, killing them and maiming them hideously. 
 
The second bomb went down into the after end of the engine-room, and the explosion brought the after 
mast and funnel crashing to the deck and hurled a score of soldiers overboard. Steam gushed in all 
directions and geysers of scalding water poured down on the wounded men and the sailors fighting to 
launch the Carley floats and rafts over the side. 
 
Through the smoke, steam and the pitch darkness, Davis made his way blindly to the engine-room. 
Helped by one of the stokers left alive, he shut off No.2 and 3 boilers. Then, followed by one or two 
others, he climbed back on deck to find that No. 1 boiler was still trying to steam. Releasing the upper 
deck emergency valves and opening the hatches, he shouted to the men to come up from the boiler room. 
 
DIAMOND was sinking fast by the stern with her bows rearing high out of the water. For a second, as he 
stood poised to jump, Davis heard another plane screaming down at his ship and saw the bombs leaving 
its belly turning over and over, the sun on glinting their fins as they fell. One of those bombs landed on 
Diamond's torpedoes. 
 
WRYNECK was hit within a few seconds of DIAMOND. And like DIAMOND's, WRYNECK's crew were 
fooled by the friendly markings on the wings of the fighter that came gliding down out of the sun to sweep 
her bridge and decks with cannon and machine-gun fire. In fact, they were taken so completely by 
surprise that her 4-inch guns never had a chance to come into action because their crews were all killed 
or wounded in a matter of seconds. 
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But some of her close-range guns opened up even before the Alarm sounded on the bridge. And one of 
them was manned by Leading Seaman Fuller, who after being shot through the belly and thigh, kept on 
firing until the ship sank under him. 
 
When the Alarm sounded, Mr. Waldron, the Warrant Engineer of WRYNECK, was down in his cabin. He 
was in his shirt sleeves for he had just finished putting a wounded Australian officer to bed in his bunk. 
The clatter of the Alarm synchronized with the whistle of the first bomb which exploded close alongside 
causing the ship to list so violently that Waldron was thrown off his feet. And the first bomb was quickly 
followed by a second which burst underwater on the port side abreast of Waldron's cabin. It blew in the 
ship's side and filled the tiny cabin with splinters of flying metal. 
 
Waldron felt them ripping through his shirt and cutting deep into his back. And as he scrambled to his feet, 
he saw that his tattered shirt was soaked with blood. He was trying to stem the bleeding when a stick of 
three bombs struck the WRYNECK in quick succession. The light in the cabin flickered and went out, so 
that he knew that his engine-room had been hit and the dynamos wrecked. 'I'll be back for you,' he 
shouted over his shoulder to the wounded 'Digger' as he picked up his jacket and ran out of the cabin. 
 
There was a similarity to the pattern of the Germans' attack on DIAMOND and WRYNECK, and they 
carried both out with such precision that they appeared to have been perfectly rehearsed. Like DIAMOND, 
WRYNECK had her port side forward blown in by a bomb which reduced the stokers' mess, filled with 
soldiers and ratings, to a shambles of dead and mutilated men. WRYNECK, too, received a direct hit in 
her engine-room which burst her steam pipes and  wrecked her dynamos. Both ships were hit by the 
same number of bombs. And both sank within a few minutes of each other. 
 
WRYNECK remained afloat long enough for Waldron, with the help of E. R. A. Gordine, R.N.R., to wrestle 
with the valves and throttles in the engine-room and finally open the emergency safety valves on deck. 
 
Then, weakened to the point of collapse through loss of blood, Waldron even made time to go back to his 
cabin to keep his promise to the Australian. He found him lying helpless in a pool of fuel oil with his legs 
smashed. Putting a lifebelt on him, Waldron half dragged and half carried the soldier to the upper deck 
and laid him gently on a raft. 
 
And then, scarcely conscious of what he was doing, WRYNECK's Engineer Officer made his way aft 
along the port side upper deck which was by then awash. Almost automatically, he made sure that the 
hatches were closed and properly secured. But the deck was slippery with fuel oil and Waldron's arms 
were too weak to hold him to the guard rail so that he slipped over the side. Mercifully, he just cleared the 
propellers thrashing wildly and uselessly at the air as WRYNECK plunged bows first under the sea. 
 
Gordine followed Waldron over the side, and as he jumped he saw a Messerschmitt sweep down to 
machine-gun the men swimming away from the ship. In a quarter of an hour it was all over. DIAMOND 
and WRYNECK had sunk, and the last plane, its ammunition spent, had headed back to its base. 
 
Where the destroyers had gone down a huge patch of dark brown oil spread like a pall over the blue water 
of the Gulf of Nauplia. And in it floated the torn corpses of the dead, wrecked and upturned boats, balks of 
timber, lifebelts, sodden loaves of bread, broken oars, rolled hammocks and shattered pieces of furniture. 
In it swam those who were still alive and those who were soon to die by drowning. Hundreds of men 
coated in oil. Men crying for help, coughing and retching to free their bursting lungs of the bitter crude oil 
that choked them. Men screaming in terror. Men praying to live. Men longing for death to release them 
from the agony of the burning oil seeping into their wounds. Men clutching at chunks of wreckage that 
slipped from their grasp. Men of high courage, who without thought for themselves, fought to save their 
wounded shipmates. 
 
Such a man was Lieutenant-Commander Cartwright. Stoker Petty Officer Davis saw him sitting on a raft 
crowded to its limit with sailors from his ship. As two more ratings grabbed at the lifelines, Cartwright dived 
off the raft and swam quietly away. 
 
There were a number of rafts and Carley floats drifting in that growing patch of oil, and few of them carried 
survivors. On one of them was Commander Lane of the WRYNECK, with two of his R.N.V.R. sub-
lieutenants, Jackson and Griffiths, and his midshipman, Peck. Able Seaman Taylor helped to haul them 
on to the raft. They were all badly wounded and coated in oil. For a little while they clung to the raft. As it 
rolled in the rising sea, they slipped off it, too weak to hold on any longer. 
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Mr. Waldron, after floating in his lifebelt for half an hour, was hauled on to a raft. Later, he was taken into 
WRYNECK's whaler which had been lowered soon after she was first hit. Two Carley floats were taken in 
tow, and the whaler continued on its slow search amongst the debris and the dead for the living. Its crew 
paddled around until both rafts were fully laden and until she had twenty-three men on board, including a 
troop sergeant-major of the Gunners and Leading Seaman Fuller. 
 
That night when darkness fell, Waldron, Fuller and Gordine and forty-nine sailors, together with eight 
soldiers were all who had survived from the three ships. 
 
The Navy and Army had paid dearly for SLAMAT's refusal to sail in accordance with orders.”  
(Archivist’s Note: she had delayed her departure from Port Nauplion by an hour and a quarter and thus 
exposed herself and her escorts to daylight air attack from the Luftwaffe too far away from the cover the 
R.A.F. could supply from Crete). 

 

 
 

Wreck sites & war graves of SS Slamat, HMS Wryneck and HMS Diamond 
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HMS Diamond in happier days 
 

 
 

“HMS Diamond assists SS Slamat” 


